
Facing the Music Lesson 8

“He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth
and forsaketh them shall have mercy.” Proverbs 28:13

Study the meaning of the words in the glossary, then answer the questions.

Name two people who have authority over you.

1. a. b.

Underline endings that make the sentence true.

2. It is all right to vamoose when—

a. Mom says you may go play with your friend.

b. a child you don’t like starts tagging after you and your best friend.

c. Mother appears with two hoes and calls your name.

d. it is raining when you head home from your neighbor’s house.

Circle the ones who could not be urchins.

3. a. Grandma b. a child c. teacher d. mailman

Underline correct endings to the sentence.

4. I might stammer when I am—

a. sleeping b. excited c. scared d. embarrassed
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Write two consequences of dropping a dish of ice cream on the floor.

5. a.

b.

Before the Story

Todd didn’t know what “facing the music” meant. Do you?

Does it mean turning toward the person who is singing? Or holding

the songbook close enough so you can read the music? Or keeping

your eyes on the song leader?

Write what you think “facing the music” means.

6.

Read “Facing the Music” and see if you were right.

Proofread for Mistakes

Did you notice some mistakes in the way Lil’ Buddy and his friends

talked? Those mistakes help to show that the story happened long ago.

The boys didn’t know correct English because poor children couldn’t

go to school in those days.

Rewrite each of these parts of sentences using correct English.

7. “He jumped over one of them mailboxes . . .”

8. “So we was going to vamoose . . .”
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Facing the Music Lesson 8

9. “Oh, sir, we done it . . .”

Reasons Why

Here are two things the boys thought of doing instead of reporting what had
happened. Tell why they decided not to do them.

10. Running away.

11. Putting their names on the box.

Hard to Do

Of all the hard things you try to do, what is the hardest? Making

100% in all your lessons? Keeping your room neat? Chinning yourself

ten times in a row? Saying please and thank you without being

reminded?

With work and practice, you could eventually do all of these.

One thing we must do in life does not seem to become easier

with practice. Some grown-ups have never learned to do it. Did you

discover what that one thing is as you read the story?

Answer this question.

12. What is it that most people find so very difficult to do?
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Facing the Music Lesson 9

I had oral reading class. ___ yes ___ no

Read Between the Lines

Answer the questions.

1. Who do you think broke the woodshed window?

2. What makes you think that?

3. Why did the boys begin to smile after being so scared?

True Bravery

Underline the one sentence that tells what true bravery is.

4. a. Doing what needs to be done without being afraid.

b. Doing what needs to be done even though you are afraid.

c. Doing something dangerous and scary.

d. Doing something dangerous without being afraid.

The Story Verse

“He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth and
forsaketh them shall have mercy.” Proverbs 28:13

When Lil’ Buddy knocked over the mailbox, he and his friends felt

like running away. They didn’t want anyone to know they had done it.

But if they had tried to hide what they had done, from that minute

on they would have been five scared boys.
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Facing the Music Lesson 9

They would have been scared to pass the post office; scared to play

on the street where that mailbox stood; scared of every policeman for

fear he meant to arrest them.

Do what needs to be done in these exercises without written directions.

5. How long would the boys have been afraid if they had covered up what they
had done?

6. About how long did their fear last when they went to confess what they had
done?

7. After they confessed, who were they afraid of?

mailman policeman no one postmaster

8. Knocking over the mailbox was—

a sin a joke an accident

9. That’s why they didn’t need to confess it. true false

10. We are responsible to confess when we do wrong even if it was an
accident. true false

Review Your Glossary Words

Do what you think should be done at each number.

11. Which of these could not be extended? a visit a chair

12. Something that is intensely interesting will bore you. yes no

extended vamoose receded recollecting
authority landscape intensely stammered
urchins entertaining consequences
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13. Name something that would be entertaining to you.

14. The head of a man with a receding hairline would look

partly bald. full of hair.

15. run away, scoot, get out, depart quickly,

16. Which of these would not have authority over you?

your little brother your parents the town policeman

17. Write a sentence using the word urchins.

18. antonym of forgetting

19. Name a possible consequence of Todd breaking the woodshed window.

20. an embarrassed or excited way of speaking

21. Draw a landscape.

Say the story verse to your teacher.
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Quiz 2 Lesson 10

Prepare for Quiz 2

Be sure you can say all the story verses so far.

Study the Review Your Glossary Words sections.

Be sure you understand all the other work you have done.

If you do not understand something, ask your teacher to
explain it.

Tell your teacher when you are ready to take Quiz 2.

l
--SSEECCTTIIOONN  33----SSEECCTTIIOONN  33--

In Section 3, you will . . .
. . . learn the meanings of and work with glossary words
. . . tell what you have learned from a story
. . . decide which of two things is more important
. . . work with synonyms
. . . learn from the past
. . . write about a recollection from your past
. . . pronounce some Bible names
. . . study and work with a Bible map
. . . define some unfamiliar Bible words
. . . notice differences between Bible times and our lives today
. . . memorize and work with story verses
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Grandma’s Memory Table Lesson 11

Grandma’s Memory Table

“Remember the days of old, consider the 
years of many generations.” Deuteronomy 32:7

Working With Words

Look up the words in the glossary. Write three verbs. Then write a sentence
using each.

1.                                                                                                          

2.

3.

4.

Use the three remaining words to answer these questions.

5. Two things you can carry.                                    ,                                    

6. Two places you could put something.                            ,                            

Before the Story

You have many memories: some good; some bad. Do you have a

special place where you keep small treasures that remind you of a
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Grandma’s Memory Table Lesson 11

pleasant school hike or family trip? Or maybe you carry a scar that

makes it easy to recollect a very unpleasant experience.

The title of the story gives you a clue about where Grandma kept

her memories. But you probably couldn’t guess where in that table she

kept them.

Read “Grandma’s Memory Table.”

Summary or Main Idea

Write summary or main idea in the blanks.

7. A sentence or short paragraph that tells what happens in a story is called

                                                  .

8. The lesson or truth taught by a story is called the                                      .

You could have learned several things from “Grandma’s Memory Table.”
Finish this sentence.

9. I learned that

Figures of Speech

Do you remember what a simile is? Fill in the blanks to complete the defini-
tion.

10.  A simile is a figure of                                  that uses the words 

                                or                                  .
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Grandma’s Memory Table Lesson 11

Underline the sentence that contains a simile. Then, in your own words,
explain it.

11. a. She just nodded and smiled a little, like she didn’t even see me.

b. That table is just like an album of my life when the family was all at home.

12. 

Here’s another figure of speech from the story for you to “translate.”

Mother’s face lighted with interest.

13. 

Circle the letters of two sentences that use personification.

14. a.  The great oak tree lifts its leafy arms into the sky.

b.  That huge maple tree has been there for at least 70 years.

c.  All nature sings the praises of its Creator.

d.  No one can look at all of the wonderful things in creation without realizing
there is a God who created them.

Underline the part of this poem where the bird is personified.

15. Rising Time

A birdie with a yellow bill

Hopped upon the windowsill,

Cocked his shining eye and said:

“Ain’t you ’shamed, you sleepyhead!”
–Robert Louis Stevenson
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